Formal Modeling of Data.
A Case Study for Space Applications
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Abstract. This paper reports on a case study investigating the interest of formal data modeling approaches for on-board space software. The objectives are to complement formal approaches on functional parts and solve difficulties coming from lack of formalism in the description and handling of data exchanged between different parts of software. The first part addresses the analysis of space software data and their classification into families (section 2) and the elaboration of an ASN.1 data model for a case study representative of these data families (section 3). The second part illustrates two important outcomes of such formal data models: the capability to automatically generate “Interface Control Documents”, the contractual documents describing software interfaces and data (section 4) and automatically generate the needed interfacing code with the appropriate format encoders and decoders (section 5).

1 Introduction

The use of modeling techniques for describing on-board and ground space systems has been identified by many studies as an appropriate way to master the complexity of software. Today, projects show an increasing interest for applying a model-based approach, from which several benefits are expected:

- A clear and unambiguous representation of the software architecture;
- A complete and verifiable representation of the software behavior;
- A reliable implementation of the software.

There exist several languages and tools that have been assessed as good candidates to fulfill most of these needs. These languages allow the description of a system’s logical and physical architecture as well as its behavior, and tools provide simulation, model checking, automatic test and code generation.

However, a system is generally not developed in an independent manner by a single developer team. Whether they use modeling techniques or not, many projects encounter
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